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Abstract— In today’s life healthcare security is most 

important issue. In block-chain technology, each page in a 

ledger of healthcare data forms a block. That block has an 

effect on the next block or page through cryptographic 
hashing. In other words, when a block is completed, it 

creates a unique secure code, which ties into the next page 

or block, creating a chain of blocks, or block-chain. In 

proposed system data will be of Medical data need to secure. 

This work is designed using block chain concept and key-

based cryptographic technique. Stores the hash tables of raw 

data and files on the block-chain, validates other copies by 

running a hashing technique, and then compares the data 

stored in the block-chain, any interfere with the data will be 

quickly found, because the original hash Tables are stored 

on millions of nodes. Proposed system work on storing data 
of healthcare data. This system will work on consensus 

mechanism while adding data in block chain. This system 

will find malicious user’s and inform to owner. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Block-chain is an emerging technology for distributed and 

healthcare data sharing across a large network of un-trusted 
participants. In today’s day in healthcare system is growing 

fast also as well as the medical data need to store securely. It 

allows new forms of distributed software architectures. 

Although the technology was mainly accepted in digital 

currency in initial days, but it is a promising technology for 

other areas too. This work is designed using block chain 

concept and key-based cryptographic technique. 

Electronic health has become one of the main 

research topics. Because of the sensitivity of patient data, 

preserving patient privacy seems to be a challenge. In 

healthcare applications, patient data is generally stored in 
the cloud, making it difficult for users to have sufficient 

control over their data. However, due to the general data 

protection regulation, it is the data subject's right to know 

where and how their data was stored, who can access it and 

to what extent. In this article, we propose a block chain-

based architecture for electronic healthcare applications that 

provides an efficient access control mechanism that 

preserves privacy. We take advantage of the special features 

of the block chain, namely the immutability and anonymity 

of users, while modifying the classical structure of the block 

chain to overcome their challenges in existing applications 

(for example low performance, high overload and latency). 
For this purpose, we group the miners of the block chain, 

store and process the data in the group closest to the patient 

A. Motivation 

Block-chain is an emerging technology for distributed and 

important data sharing across a large network of un-trusted 

participants. In today’s day in healthcare is growing fast also 

as well as the data need to store securely. It allows new 

forms of distributed software architectures. 

B. Problem Statement 

Now a day’s healthcare system is growing fast also as well 

as the data need to store securely. Some data might be 

sensitive that the users does not want to move to the cloud 

unless the data confidentiality and query privacy are 

guaranteed. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Literature survey is the most important step in any kind of 

research. Before start developing we need to study the 

previous papers of our domain which we are working and on 

the basis of study we can predict or generate the drawback 

and start working with the reference of previous papers. 

In this section, we briefly review the related work 

on Health care Systems and their different techniques. 

A. Jinglin Qiu, Xueping Liang, Sachin Shetty, Daniel 
Bowden 

The integration of healthcare and smart cities has led to the 

utilization of information and technology into health and 

medical practices around the world. The integration has 

improved the life and health quality of the residents in the 

smart cities. However, the integration has also exposed 
healthcare industry to security challenges, which include 

patients’ health information privacy and security of mobile 

health users in the vicinity. However, the use of Blockchain 

is a promising technology, which will enable the healthcare 

to counter the security challenges in the smart cities. 

Blockchain technology has facilitated for safe and secure 

storage of the patient's information in the health care system. 

B. Koosha Mohammad Hossein, Mohammad Esmaeil 
Esmaeili, Tooska Dargahi, Ahmad khonsari 

In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based architecture 

for e-health applications which provides an efficient 

privacy-preserving access control mechanism. We take 

advantage of Blockchain (BC) special features, i.e., 

immutability and anonymity of users, while modifying the 

classic blockchain structure in order to overcome its 

challenges in IoT applications (i.e., low throughput, high 

overhead and latency). To this end, we cluster the miners of 
BC, store and process data at the nearest cluster to the 

patient. While our proposal is a work in progress, we 

provide a security analysis of our proposed architecture. 

C. Tushar Dey, Shweta Sunderkrishnan, Shaurya Jaiswal, 
Prof. Neha Katre 

This paper aims to provide a solution for these issues by 
proposing a Block chain Internet of things model where a 

bio-sensor measures and collects real time data with respect 

to a patient's medical status and stores it in the block chain. 
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In this way quick reporting and tamper proof storage of data 

occurs. By deploying a smart contract the final hospital bill 

can be calculated along with insurance coverage. This would 
negate the need of third party providers and create a 

transparent system. Our paper also proposes the use of Inter 

planetary file system to store discharged patients records 

thus reducing the load on the actual block chain. Overall this 

will surely benefit patients and doctors alike by creating a 

safe and transparent environment along with quick response 

to a patient's need. 

D. Sabyasachi Chakraborty*, Satyabrata Aich*, Hee-
Cheol Kim 

This work in terms is further concerned to the sector of 

Smart Healthcare, which has grown to a much affluence 

regarding the efficient technique of serving and dictating 

medical health care to the patients with the point of 

maintaining privacy of the patients’ data and also the 

process of laying out real time accurate and trusted data to 

the medical practitioners. But in the scenario of Smart 

Healthcare, the primary concern arises in the fact of Privacy 
and Security of the data of the patients due to the 

interoperability of multiple stakeholders in the process. 

Also, there has been a fact of determining accurate and 

proper data to the doctors if the concerned subject is out of 

reach from the in hand medical service. Therefore, this 

Concern of privacy and also mitigation of the accurate data 

has been very much managed in the work by regulating, a 

monitoring and sensing paradigm with accordance to the 

IOT and the Block chain as a transaction and access 

management system and also an appropriate medium for 

laying out accurate and trusted data for serving with 

deliberate medical care and benefits to the patients across. 

E. W. Liu, S.S. Zhu, T. Mundie, U. Krieger 

This paper describes our block chain architecture as a new 

system solution to supply a reliable mechanism for secure 

and efficient medical record exchanges. The Advanced 

Block-Chain (ABC) approach was designed to meet the 

demands in healthcare growth as well as in the new form of 
social interactive norms. It is going to revolutionize the 

eHealth industry with greater efficiency by eliminating 

many of the intermediates as we know them today. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

A lot of work has been done in this field thanks to its 

extensive use and applications. This section mentions some 

of the approaches that have been implemented to achieve the 
same purpose. These works are mainly differentiated from 

the techniques for Heath care systems. 

 In existing system use local data storage for health care 

system 

 Store all patients’ data i.e. personal information, report 

and x-ray in local storage. 

 Data loss and data hacking happen Many times. 

 Data Security low in existing system. 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 In proposed system, we implement a block chain 

healthcare system, in which each patient upload a data 

files and encrypts these data with corresponding key. 

 To implement both privacy preservation and efficiency 

searches, we propose an efficient search scheme. 

 In this system, the cloud server is allowed to effectively 

merge multiple encrypted indexes, and securely 

perform the search without revealing the Patients’  

sensitive information, neither data files nor the queries. 

A. System Architecture 

 
Fig. 1: System Architecture 

V. CONCLUSION 

In work is designed using block chain concept and 

cryptography technique which estimate the security of 

block-chains specifically using hashing. Proposed system 

work to security on healthcare data. Block-chain technology 

is not just an application technology for new-generation data 

storage. It creates trust, responsibility and transparency 

while simplifying business processes. This approach allows 

users to authenticate the data access through the key of user 
sources, while improving network access performance by 

locally authenticating keys based on block-chain copies and 

its hash values. This work is designed using block chain 

concept and key-based cryptography technology to provide 

the security to healthcare data. It maintains the reliability 

and anonymity of the messages simultaneously 
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